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? 1 ????????????????????????1975? 3? 31????
?????km2? ????km2?
??? ??? ????? ??? ??? ?????
?? 4.39 5.22 9.61?48.6? 29.14 14.86 44.00?37.2?
?? 0 1.17 1.17?5.9? 25.26 0.49 25.75?21.8?
?? 5.45 1.84 7.29?36.9? 51.32 0 48.24?40.8?





































































































1971? 9????? 1604??13? 5035??????????????25? ?????1972
??????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????

















































































































??? 0 0.49 0.49 184.46 0.27
??? 1.17 0 1.17 54.73 2.14
??? 0.11 0 0.11 204.88 0.05
??? 0 25.26 25.26 37.77 66.88
??? 0.2 0 0.2 21.13 0.95
???? 2.06 3.54 5.6 30.73 18.22
??? 3.93 21.48 25.41 48.28 52.63
??? 3.89 24.33 28.22 34.47 81.87
???? 0.07 12.8 12.87 14.67 87.73
??? 1.35 8.7 10.05 13.12 76.6
???? 0 0.2 0.2 15.1 1.32
??? 0.14 2.32 2.46 12.23 20.11
???? 0 2.97 2.97 11.11 26.73
???? 0.26 7.08 7.34 17.92 40.96
??? 2.81 3.2 6.01 17.94 33.5
??? 0.24 8.7 8.94 35.94 24.87
??? 1.84 0 1.84 14.75 12.47
???? 0.14 0 0.14 4.01 3.5
???? 0 0.19 0.19 16.24 1.17
??? 1.57 0 1.57 10.28 15.3
??? 0 0.07 0.07 9.37 0.75
21??? 19.78 121.33 141.11 809.13 17.44
???????? p.18?????
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????????????????? 1933?????? 26.1???? 4.4?????? 45.8??
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